Strategic
Sourcing
Sourcing consulting
Unotea: the custom-fit service for tea professionals

”

Sourcing is one of Daoan Consulting’s core competency. We blend our technical know-how with a wide
spread network in China to drive convincing results
in cost optimization and in a comprehensive product
range.
We will assist you to reach your most complex or
constrained strategic sourcing challenges. Our process begins with data collection and market research
and includes negotiations with suppliers. We help
develop a sourcing strategy, design and implement
agreements which result and lay the foundation for a
new optimized supply structure.
Daoan Consulting is specialized in the Chinese market which has become a critical sourcing country for
the success of our clients. Our sourcing consulting
services contribute to optimize the supply chain of
our clients, control the risks and make sourcing in
China convenient and more efficient.
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OUR VALUES
HIGHEST
WESTERN
STANDARDS: We
bring
high quality Western management tools and education
in China
CUSTOM MADE: We adapt
our offer to the needs of
our clients and design our
services to fulfil the
goals of our customers.
TRUST: We are committed
to a long lasting and
rewarding relations with
our clients.
BENEFITS
China based
International team
custom-fit services

Among our sourcing services:

”

Unotea guarantees the freshness of the tea
together with its market value. Upon our
clients’ request, we can implement ad-hoc
control process in gardens and farms to ensure the quality of the leaves throughout the
processing, blending and packaging. Unotea
is originally specialized in teas from Yunnan
Province of China, our know-how goes from
brand name, small label to special production. Our sourcing services aims at covering
our clients’complete portfolio, from tea
leaves, to tea accessories and decorations.

“
Unotea: the custom-fit service for
tea professionals

Our clients' aspirations are also ours. We are dedicated to
share their reality and provide them with out-of-the-box
ideas—with a focus on practical results and high level decision making. Our relation with our customers is one of trust
and long term cooperation.

Contact:

raphael.lissillour@gmail.com
More information:

daoan-consulting.com

